Department of Economics
1980 – 1999

1999

ADEBAYO, Aderemi Adeyemi - Supervisor: Professor M. Huq
Research Project: Canada-United States Unemployment Rate Gap in a Cyclical Structural Perspective

HADERSBECK, Sandra - Supervisor: Professor M. Huq
Thesis: Saskatchewan’s Aboriginal People and Their Participation in the Northern Mining Industry: A Case Study

NEWMAN, Jason Douglas - Supervisor: Professor R.F. Lucas
Research Project: Does a Balanced Budget Represent Sustainable Fiscal Policy for Canada?

STRATYCHUK, Lori Marie - Supervisor: Professor L.V. St. Louis
Thesis: Robust Estimates of The Impact of the Generosity of the Unemployment Insurance Program on the Canadian Unemployment Rate

1998

ALLEN, Harley John - Supervisor: Professor D.O. Cushman
Research Project: The Monetary Approach to Exchange Rate Determination: An Empirical Review and Investigation

CORRIVEAU, Richard Blayne - Supervisor: Professor D. Gilchrist
Thesis: The Distributional Effects of Adopting A Harmonized Sales Tax: A Saskatchewan Perspective

DIARRA, Samson - Supervisor: Professor E. Howe
Research Project: Forecasting Models: A Structural Model of Farm Debt and an ARIMA Model of Employment

GARTNER, Brett Richard - Supervisor: Professor D. Gilchrist
Research Project: An Applied General Equilibrium Analysis of the Effects of Tariff Reductions on Canada

GODFREY, Todd Mitchell - Supervisor: Professor M. Huq
Thesis: Experience Rated WC: Evidence from Saskatchewan

HILLS, Debra Ann - Supervisor: Professor W. Bishopp
Thesis: The Incentives and Disincentives of Work in the Saskatchewan Social Safety Network Before and After the July 1998 Reforms: Did the Government Meet Its Objectives?

PEEVER, Curtis Ryan, Supervisor: Professor D.O. Cushman
Research Project: The Portfolio Balance Exchange Rate Model with an Application to the Canada - U.S. Exchange Rate.

WONG, Elsa Pak Suet - Supervisor: Professor D.O. Cushman
Research Project: The Effects of Exchange Rate Variability On Hong Kong’s Trade: 1975 -1996

1997

BABUCSIK, Judith - Supervisor: Professor M. Huq
Research Project: Transitional Recession: A Case Study of Hungary

ISAAC, Grant Everett - Supervisor: Professor J. Spriggs
Thesis: Effectiveness of Government Export Assistance Programs: Industry Perceptions and Program Structure

IRWIN, Lee James - Supervisor: Professor K.C. Tran

1996

DIERKER, Daniel Anton - Supervisor: Professor A. Paus-Jenssen
Research Project: Tanks for the Regulation

GOGAS, Periklis – Supervisor: Professor R. Lucas
Thesis: The Canadian Laffer Curve

HARPER, Deborah - Supervisor: Professor L.V. St. Louis
Research Project: An Analysis of Industrial Diversification

KHUBER, Sam - Supervisor: Professor R.F. Lucas

LEUNG, Danny - Supervisor: Professor M. Huq
Thesis: Canadian Wage Curves

PETRYSHYN, Gregory - Supervisor: Professor K. Tran
Research Project: An Analysis of Economic Models of Foreign Exchange Markets

RANDHAWA, Shailender - Supervisor: Professor C. Echevarria
Research Project: Politics, Organizations and Economic Growth: A Canadian Perspective

WU, Dongju - Supervisor: Professor D. Cushman
Research Project: Cointegration in Exchange Rates

WATERS, Michele Lyn - Supervisor: Professor D. Gilchrist
Research Project: Valuing Recreational Resources: A Contingent Valuation Proposal for the Athabasca River

1995

DUMBA, Jeff – Supervisor: Professor E. Howe
Thesis: Universality – Testing a Reduced Form Equation

LOVELL, Melanie – Supervisor: Professor K. Tran
Research Project: The Term Structure of Interest Rates in the Canadian T-Bill Market: ARCH-M Extensions

MULLEN, Carey (nee Senkiw) – Supervisor: Professor R. Beck
Research Project: The Economics of User Fees in Health Care

PARR, Kathryn – Supervisor: Professor R. Beck
Research Project: Medical Technology and Rising Hospital Costs

RAMSEY, Hale – Supervisor: Professor D. Gilchrist
Research Project: Asset Returns and Government Budgets: An Application to Saskatchewan

VIRCAVS, Richard – Supervisor: Professor D. Gilchrist
Research Project: An Age Analysis of a Change in Tax Policy
1994

BRAKEFIELD, Lisa – Supervisor: Professor E. Howe
Research Project: Industrial Complexes

PAGE, Marjorie – Supervisor: Professor M. Altman
Research Project: An Analysis of Economic Growth in Australia: 1861 to 1900

SAMBORSKY, Mark – Supervisor: Professor D. Cushman

TAM, Bendys Chui-Pik – Supervisor: Professor D. Cushman
Research Project: Current Account and Budget Deficits

WARAWA, Theodore – Supervisor: Professor D. Cushman
Research Project: An Analysis of Purchasing Power Parity Between Canada and the United Kingdom in the Periods 1870 to 1991 and 1957.1 to 1988.4

WILENIEC, Anne Theresa – Supervisor: Professor J. Stabler
Research Project: Regional Diversification and Air Pollution: An Equilibrium Analysis

WU, Bin – Supervisor: Professor L. St. Louis
Thesis: Searching for a Unit Root in Canadian GNP

1993

BELFIELD, Clive – Supervisor: Professor P. Dooley
Thesis: A Critical Exegesis of Hick’s Method in its Keynesian Aspect

DELETSU, Kwame – Supervisor: Professor C. Echevarria
Research Project: Financial Intermediation, Policy & Growth

FLORIZONE, Allan – Supervisor: Professor J. Stabler
Research Project: Interregional Input-Output Models for Canada

KIRIAKAKIS, Nikolaos – Supervisor: Professor D. Gilchrist
Research Project: Not Available

WONG, Yuk-ye (Maggie) – Supervisor: Professor M. Huq
Research Project: The Short-Run Impacts of GST on Unemployment Rate in Canada

1992

ANTONOPoulos, Panagiotis – Supervisor: Professor R. Grey
Research Project: Economies of Size: Study of Saskatchewan Credit Unions

BRUENEau, Joel – Supervisor: Professor A. Haug
Research Project: Strategic Interdependence: A Game Theoretic Approach to Fiscal Deficits

CASTELLANOS, Jose – Supervisor: Professor M. Huq
Research Project: An Empirical Test Between Seniority Rules and Short Run Productivity

CHAKRABARTI, Godhuli – Supervisor: Professor M. Huq
Research Project: Labour Market Effects of International Trade in Canada
CHAN, Wendy – Supervisor: Professor A. Haug
Research Project: *Asset Returns and Government Budgets in a Small Open Economy: A New Specification of the Model*

HLYNSKY, Bill Scott – Supervisor: Professor L. St. Louis
Research Project: *The Saskatchewan Economic Growth Between 1974 and 1984*

HO, Wai-man – Supervisor: Professor A. Paus-Jenssen
Research Project: *The Taxi Industry in Saskatoon*

MUNDARGI, Rajendra – Supervisor: Professor M. Altman
Research Project: *Determinants of Multi-National Banking*

PORTER, Thomas – Supervisor: Professor C. Echevarria
Research Project: *Land Reform in the Economic Development of Taiwan*

SABO, Debra – Supervisor: Professor R. Olley
Research Project: *Proposed Alternatives to Rate Base/Rate of Return Regulation*

SHEEBEB, Bassim A. A. – Supervisor: Professor M. Huq
Research Project: *Decomposition of Labour Productivity Growth in an Open Economy: Kuwaiti Manufacturing*

WANG, Ning – Supervisor: Professor D. Gilchrist
Research Project: *Income Taxation and the Labour Market Participation Rate of Married Women in Canada*

YASERI, Mahak – Supervisor: Professor M. Altman
Research Project: *A Cross Sectional Study of Income Inequality and Its Relation to Economic Development*

1991

JILANY, Golam S. M. – Supervisor: Professor M. Huq
Research Project: *Search and Wage Dispersion*

LEE, Angela Y. M. – Supervisor: Professor M. Huq
Research Project: *Effects of Immigration on the Canadian Labour Market*

MILLER, Sharon M. – Supervisor: Professor W. Bishopp

TIBBETT, Donna J. – Supervisor: Professor J. Spriggs
Research Project: *The International Effects of the Proposed Production Entitlement Program (PEG)*

1990

CHAN-LEONG, Belle Nyuk Len – Supervisor: Professor R. Lucas
Research Project: *An Optimal Rule for the Conduct of Monetary Policy*

EPP, Joanne – Supervisor: Professor J. Stabler
Research Project: *Welfare Dependency Among Natives in Northern Saskatchewan*

FUNG, Kang-Por (Laurence) – Supervisor: Professor A. Haug
HUO, Ping – Supervisor: Professor L. St. Louis
Research Project: Measurement and Direction of Regional Diversification

KIPCHILLAT, Silas K. – Supervisor: Professors L. St. Louis and A. Haug
Research Project: Term Structure of Interest Rates

LUI, Wai-Ming – Supervisor: Professor A. Haug
Research Project: On the Relation Between Government Spending and Private Consumption: The Case of Canada

MACZA, Denise M. – Supervisor: Professor D. Gilchrist
Research Project: The Saskatchewan Business Tax Revolt

OLLENBERGER, Randolph J. – Supervisor: Professor R. Olley
Research Project: Regulation and Market Structure: Their Impact Upon the Diffusion of New Telecommunications Technology

SIN, Rickie L. P. – Supervisor: Professor D. Gilchrist
Research Project: The Impacts of GST on Owner-Occupied Housing Market in Canada

SURYCEK, Ygaen – Supervisor: Professor L. St. Louis
Research Project: Sources of Changes in Industry Prices

TOLLEY, Gail – Supervisor: Professor J. Stabler
Thesis: The Role of the Service Sector in Promoting Regional Economic Growth

VEIKLE, Glen – Supervisor: Professor D. Gilchrist
Research Project: A General Equilibrium Analysis of the Effects of Free Trade on Saskatchewan

WONG, Alice Louise – Supervisor: Professor R. Lucas
Research Project: Cyclical Unemployment and Sectoral/Regional Shifts in Employment Demand

YAU, Stephen – Supervisor: Professor M. Huq
Research Project: Absenteeism in the Home Production Model: Theory and Evidence

YICK, Tony – Supervisor: Professor Y. Nakagami
Research Project: The Permanent Income Hypothesis: Random Walk, Trend, and Cointegration

1989

CROUTER, R. Bruce – Supervisor: L.V. St. Louis
Research Project: Commodity Based Technology in Input/Output Analysis

DEYENBERG, Lorne Kevin – Supervisor: E.C. Howe
Thesis: The Simulated Annealing Algorithm as a Method to Minimize the Aggregation Bias of Input-Output Tables and as a Model in Economic Theory

GORMLEY, Lise – Supervisor: R.F. Lucas
Research Project: Policy Ineffectiveness in Canada

HERODEK, Alice – Supervisor: C.D. Gerrard
Research Project: Potash Industry and its Development in Saskatchewan

JOHNSON, Stephen – Supervisor: J.C. Stabler
Research Project: *The Impact of a Greenhouse – Effect Induced Drought on the Saskatchewan Economy: An Input – Output Analysis*

1988

**BROCKMAN, Joanne** – Supervisor: L.V. St. Louis  
Research Project: *An Examination of Alternate Applications of a Technique for Updating a Rectangular Input-Output Model*

**JAYALAKSHMI, Rajagopal** – Supervisor: C.D. Gerrard  
Research Project: *India’s Aid to Other Developing Countries*

**LEUNG, Daniel Chi-Wing** – Supervisor: J.C. Stabler  
Research Project: *Real Business Cycles: A Review Essay*

**LI, Brendan** – Supervisor: W.D. Bishopp  
Research Project: *The Appropriate Choice of Multiregional Econometric Model For Forecasting Purpose*

**OLSON, Michael Francis** – Supervisor: Unspecified  
Research Project: Unspecified

**SARTZETAKIS, Eftichios** – Supervisor: R.F. Lucas  

1987

**BELLS-RUNGE, Cheryl L.** – Supervisor: R.F. Lucas  
Research Project: *The Saskatchewan Deficit: A Cause for Concern*

**DAVIES, Philip** – Supervisor: A. Paus-Jenssen  
Research Project: *Market Power and Cost Structure in the Saskatchewan Potash Industry*

**GEBRE-EGZIABHER, Debebe W.** – Supervisor: C.D. Gerrard  
Research Project: *Land Reform and Development Assistance: A Case Study of Ethiopia*

**TCHARKARI, Farah** – Supervisor: L.V. St. Louis  
Research Project: *Tests of Various Non-Survey Methods to Update an Input-Output Table*

1986

**LO, Winnie Mei-Kam** – Supervisor: C.D. Gerrard  
Research Project: *Economic Development*

**TEKBAS, Hasan** – Supervisor: W.D. Bishopp  
Research Project: *A Random Coefficient Regression Model and Its Application to a Canadian Study of Investment Finance Under Uncertainty*

1985

**BARIBEAU, Richard D.** – Supervisor: C.D. Gerrard  
Research Project: *Three Essays on Food Aid*

**DANDEENEAULT, Marc** – Supervisor: W.D. Bishopp  
Research Project: *Selecting the Optimal Order of Lag and Polynomial in the St. Louis*

**FINK, Rod W.** – Supervisor: L.V. St. Louis

**HILL, Christopher G.** – Supervisor: D. Gilchrist  
Research Project: *The Growth of Canadian Government Expenditure*

**KOWALKO, Kenneth D.** – Supervisor: J.C. Stabler  
Research Project: *A Theoretical and Empirical Study of Migration in Canada*

**SYRNYK, Kenneth N.** – Supervisor: D.J. Wright  
Research Project: *An Economic Analysis of Saskatchewan’s Water Allocation System*

**TAYYEM, Fayez A.A.** – Supervisor: C.D. Gerrard  
Research Project: *Agricultural Cooperatives in Developing Countries: A Critical Review*

**WONG, Pat** – Supervisor: R.F. Lucas  
Research Project: *A Review of the Rational Expectations – Permanent Income Hypothesis*

**WONG, Tammy Kit Mun** – Supervisor: D.A. Gilchrist  
Research Project: *An Analysis of the Impact of Educational Expenditures on the Distribution of Income in Canada*

1984

**ARLISS, Sarah E.** – Supervisor: R.E. Olley  
Research Project: *Peak Load Pricing: A Literature Survey*

**BAYRI, Tulay Yildirim** – Supervisor: C.D. Gerrard  
Research Project: *The Effects of Imperialism on the Development of Underdevelopment*

**EL SAMHOURI, Mohammed S.M.A.** – Supervisor: C.D. Gerrard  
Research Project: *Foreign Direct Investment in Developing Countries*

**JOHNSON, Robin J.** – Supervisor: J.C. Stabler  
Research Project: *Comparison of Canadian and American Railroad Regulation*

**LIM, Eric Tow-Toon** – Supervisor: C.D. Gerrard  

**POSEHN, Gregory D.** – Supervisor: W.D. Bishopp  
Research Project: *Minimum Absolute Deviation Estimation*

1983

**AL-KHATIB, Talal M.** – Supervisor: C.D. Gerrard  
Research Project: *Import Substitution Policy in Egypt*

**ANTONOPOULOS, Constantine** – Supervisor: R.E. Olley  
Research Project: *Bell Canada-Northern Telecom: Information, Hierarchies and Vertical Integration in Canadian Telecommunications*

**BESSE, Randy W.** – Supervisor: D. Spafford  
Research Project: *Investigating the Relationship Between Key Economic Variables and Political Popularity*

**BROOMHEAD, Albert** – Supervisor: R.F. Lucas  
Research Project: *An Examination of the Role of Expectations in Disequilibrium Phenomena*
DOUGLAS, Murray W. – Supervisor: L.V. St. Louis
Research Project: *Inflationary Expectations and Interest Rates*

GORDON, Vernon D. – Supervisor: A. Paus-Jenssen
Research Project: *Economic Analysis of Flexible Dispensing Fees in the Saskatchewan Prescription Drug Plan*

MCINTOSH, Melvin T. – Supervisor: J.C. Stabler/L.V. St. Louis
Research Project: *A Social Benefit/Cost Model of Hydroelectric Development in BC*

SAMPSON, John W. – Supervisor: C.D. Gerrard
Research Project: *Government Interventions and Wheat Production in Saskatchewan and North Dakota: An Empirical Analysis*

1982

FELICITE, Venning – Supervisor: A. Paus-Jenssen
Research Project: *Tax Policies of Chile on Copper*

RUDE, James I. – Supervisor: D.A. Gilchrist
Research Project: Two-Ness and Trade Theory: Some Empirical Investigations for Canada

SCOTT, Terrence Garth – Supervisor: A. Paus-Jenssen
Research Project: *An Analysis of the Form of Government Intervention in Selected Saskatchewan Agricultural Industries*

SYRNYK, Raymond J. – Supervisor: D.A. Gilchrist
Research Project: *Public Pensions in Canada: A Review of the Literature*

1981

BOABANG, Francis – Supervisor: R. Lansing
Research Project: *Rural-Urban Migration in Ghana*

POWER, Simon – Supervisor: P.C. Dooley
Research Project: *The Origin and Development of the Heckscher-Olin Theorem*

TAMVAKAKIS, Apostolos – Supervisor: W.D. Bishopp
Research Project: *The Compound Geometric Lag Model*

TSIRIBASSI, Eftihia – Supervisor: W.D. Bishopp
Research Project: *The Grouping of Observations in Regression Analysis and an Estimation of Engel Curves from Grouped Observations with Application to Canadian Data*

1980

HAROLD, Donald C. – Supervisor: L.V. St. Louis
Research Project: *A Portfolio Theoretic Assessment of the R.D.I.A. Program in the Quebec Economy: 1967-77*